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OUTLINE !
1. Permissible Argument  !
ü The prosecutor’s references in opening statement and closing argument to Thomas and his co-defendant as 

“partners in crime,” and gangsters,” who committed a cowardly, despicable act, were reasonable inferences 
from the evidence.  Thomas v. State, 268 Ga. 135, 137 (1997) (citations omitted). !

1.1 Generally  !
1.2 Opening Statement  !
1.3 Closing Argument (summation)  !
1.3.1 General !
1.3.1.1 Inferences from the evidence  !
1.3.1.2 Restatement of testimony !
ü The prosecutor imprecisely restated the description given by Deputy Kinchen of his assailant to one of the 

EMT’s on the scene… Upon objection by the defense, the trial court instructed the jury that the attorneys in 
good faith are recalling the evidence, but closing arguments are not evidence and in the end the evidence is 
what the jury determines it to be.  We find no error.  Al-Amin v. State, 278 Ga. 74, 86 (2004). !

ü A mere objection to alleged improper argument of counsel, without more, is not sufficient to invoke a ruling 
of the court; and in the absence of a specific motion either for a mistrial, or that the jury be instructed to 
disregard the argument, it was not error to fail to grant a mistrial or to instruct the jury. … Further, we have 
reviewed that portion of the officer’s testimony about which Hinton complains and conclude that the 
prosecutor’s representation that “Officer Barnes said that the people in 384 had no knowledge didn’t know 
who this man [Hinton] was,” is a reasonable interpretation of the disputed testimony.  Hinton v. State, 233 
Ga. App. 213, 214 (1998) (citations omitted). !

1.3.1.3 Witness credibility (comment on witness credibility) !
ü While a prosecutor may not urge his personal belief as to the credibility of the witnesses, he may ask the jury 

to deduce conclusions about credibility from proven facts.  Our review of the prosecutor’s argument as to the 
credibility of witnesses reveals no error.  Thomas v. State, 268 Ga. 135, 140 (1997) (citations omitted). !

ü While is is improper for counsel to state his or her personal belief as to the veracity of a witness, it is not 
improper to urge the jury to deduce from the evidence that a particular witness is, or is not, credible.  
Williamson v. State, 285 Ga. App. 779, 785 (2007). !

1.3.2 Defense !
1.3.2.1 Comment on State’s failure to call witnesses or present evidence !
ü The trial court erred in restricting defendant’s closing argument so as to prohibit him from commenting on 

the prosecution’s failure to produce certain witnesses.  Anderson v. State, 236 Ga. App. 679, 683 (1999) 
(citations omitted). !

1.3.3 State !
1.3.3.1 Asking the jury to consider the odds that an event would occur randomly !
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ü During closing, the prosecutor attempted to discredit the two women’s testimony and invited the jurors to 
consider “the odds” that of all the women in Carver Homes, the assailant would select two of Brown’s 
acquaintances.  The prosecution is permitted to draw deductions from the evidence and these deductions may 
be illogical, unreasonable or even absurd so long as there is evidence from which such deductions can be 
made.  The challenged statement was an inference from evidence presented during the trial, and there was no 
error.  Brown v. State, 242 Ga. App. 858, 866 (2000) (fn. omitted). !

1.3.3.2 Comment on defense counsel’s behavior during the trial !
✓ A prosecutor’s comment during closing argument on the numerous objections made by the defendant’s 

attorney during the trial is not error, as counsel has ample latitude to argue what has transpired in a case from 
its inception to its conclusion, and the conduct of the party or his counsel.  Generally the conduct of case by 
one side, during the trial, furnishes a legitimate subject for comment by the adverse side, and this is true 
although the conduct discussed may not involve any illegality.  Thus, defense counsel’s unusual number of 
objections to the letter, although he had the right to make them, constituted such conduct of the trial upon 
which adverse counsel might comment.... Accordingly, we find no error.  Arevalo v. State, 275 Ga. 392, 398 
(2002).    !

1.3.3.3 Comment on inconsistency between pre-trial statements and evidence presented at trial !
ü Defendant told the victim’s mother that she shot the victim, adding “I told her not to fuck with me.  It told her 

to leave us alone.”  When police arrived, defendant yelled, “Here I am, I shot her, you’re looking for me.”  
She also told police, “I shot her because she cheated on me.”  She was carrying a gun in each hand…. At 
trial, … She raised a battered person syndrome defense, and introduced expert testimony that she believed 
she needed to use deadly force to defend herself…. During closing argument, the prosecutor said: “Defendant 
basically stated at that time – I shot her because she cheated on me.  There wasn’t one mention of anything 
that the victim had done anything to her … there was not one mention of anything about – I believed that she 
was doing anything to me.  I believed she was going to kill me; … I shot her because she was cheating on 
me.  I killed her.” … The prosecutor did not comment on defendant’s right to remain silent.  He simply made 
note of the fact that the defendant offered different reasons for killing the victim at the time of her arrest and 
at trial.  Sheppard v. State, 285 Ga. 36, 37 (2009) (citations omitted).  !

1.3.3.4 Defendant’s flight !
ü The trial court did not err in permitting the prosecution to argue inferences from the evidence of the 

defendant’s attempted flight at the time of arrest which was admitted at trial in closing argument.  Anderson 
v. State, 236 Ga. App. 679, 683 (1999) (citations omitted). !!

1.3.3.5 Referring to the defendant as a drug dealer !
ü Counsel should not be permitted in argument to state facts which are not in evidence, it is permissible to draw 

inferences from the evidence, and the fact that the deductions may be illogical, unreasonable, or even absurd 
is a matter which may be addressed by opposing counsel in his or her closing argument.  Although he was not 
charged with selling drugs, given Turner’s prior conviction for possession of cocaine with intent to distribute 
and the amount and packaging of the cocaine found in this case, it clearly could have been inferred that 
Turner was dealing drugs.  Even so, the trial court reminded the jury of the evidence and the indictment.  This 
enumeration is without merit.  Turner v. State, 247 Ga. App. 775, 780 (2001) (footnotes omitted). !

1.3.3.6 Response to defense counsel argument !
ü In Johnson’s closing argument, defense counsel argued that Johnson had “been beat from one end of the 

house to the other,” that Brooks was “beating the crap” out of Johnson, and the Johnson did not have to let 
“somebody beet him to a bloody pulp.”  In responding to this part of defense counsel’s closing, the 
prosecutor referred to a photograph of Johnson’s face taken at the jail on the night of his arrest and asked if 
this looked like a person who had been beaten as badly as described by Johnson’s defense counsel.  
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Accordingly, we find no merit to Johnson’s contention that the prosecutor engaged in an improper argument.  
Johnson v. State, 286 Ga. 787, 793 (2010). !

ü The defense argued that the State’s witnesses had an inappropriate and unjustified “agenda” to convict his 
client, purposefully “poisoned” witnesses, conveniently lost important evidence, and purposefully and 
wrongfully manipulated other evidence to fit the theory of the prosecution.  The State was entitled to respond 
to these direct accusations of wrongdoing.  In rebutting Manley’s contentions, the State’s comments did not 
constitute an opinion about the veracity of these witnesses.  The comments merely urged the jury to make a 
deduction about veracity from the facts.  This deduction was that, contrary to Manley’s claims, the 
investigators, officers, and the prosecuting attorney involved in the case, all of whom had longstanding 
careers with the State, had no motivation to jeopardize those careers by acting on improper agendas to frame 
Manley through the manipulation of evidence and poisoning witnesses.  As such, there was no error.  Manley 
v. State, 284 Ga. 840, 844 - 45 (2009) (citation omitted). !

1.3.3.7 Send a message !
ü We do not find that the prosecutor’s closing argument, including references to the message that a “not guilty” 

verdict would send, to the victim’s absence on Father’s Day, and to use of this case as a vehicle for 
establishing the principles of right and wrong, either improperly influenced the jury’s passions and prejudices 
or diverted attention from the evidence.  Thomas v. State, 268 Ga. 135, 140 (1997) (citations omitted). !

2 Impermissible Argument  !
2.1 Generally  !
2.2 Opening Statement  !
2.2.1 Cannot refer to defendant’s pretrial statements !
ü The opening statement is of no small significance in that it outlines for the jury what a party intends to show 

at trial.  The prosecutor is permitted to use the opening statement to set out what the evidence is expected to 
show and the remarks should be confined to a summary of what admissible evidence is expected to show.  It 
is improper for a prosecutor to refer in the opening statement to a defendant’s incriminating statement prior to 
a Jackson-Denno hearing on the admissibility of the defendant’s statement.  In the case at bar, the trial court 
held a Jackson-Denno hearing in response to the motion in limine and ruled, prior to the prosecutor’s opening 
statement, that Storey’s incriminating statement was admissible.  The fact that the trial court sua sponte 
revisited the issue several days after Storey’s audio taped confession was played for the jury and ruled the 
confession inadmissible as a the product of a hope of benefit offered by the interviewing investigator, does 
not affect the fact that, at the time the opening statement was made, Storey’s incriminating statement was 
admissible evidence expected to be presented to the jury.  Clark v. State, 271 Ga. 6, 8 (1999) (citations 
omitted). !

ü We find no error in the court’s denying the motion for a mistrial because of the district attorney’s reference to 
“statements” made by the defendants.  Although it was improper for the district attorney to refer to the 
statements made by the defendants prior to a Jackson v. Denno hearing to determine their admissibility, there 
was no harm to the defendants because the reference was to “statements,” a neutral term, rather that 
“confessions.”  The district attorney did not go into the content of the statements but merely referred in 
passing to them.  Brown v. State, 250 Ga. 862, 865 (1983). !

2.3 Closing Argument (summation)  !!
2.3.1 Cannot comment on inadmissible evidence !
2.3.1.1 Cannot comment on inadmissible hearsay (self serving) statements made by the defendant !
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ü A proper closing argument must be derived from evidence properly before the fact-finder.  Here, the 
arguments that defense counsel desired to make were not derived from the evidence.  The record reveals that 
defense counsel wished to raise the issu of the omitted police statements in connection with the defense 
theory that the shooting of the victim occurred by accident…. Alexander’s self-serving pre-trial declaration 
of innocence would have been inadmissible hearsay unless Alexander testified and was subject to cross-
examination.  Alexander chose not to testify at trial, and while the defendant is allowed to declare his 
innocence in court; he is not allowed to avoid this opportunity by pre-trial declarations of innocence.  There 
could therefore be no proper commentary on Alexander’s statement during closing argument, as the 
statement itself was inadmissible hearsay.  Similarly, it would have been inappropriate for defense counsel to 
comment on the existence of a recorded statement by Alexander’s wife in support of an accident theory, as 
her statement was also inadmissible hearsay in light of her decision not to testify.  We find no abuse of 
discretion in the trial court’s decision to limit the scope of defense counsel’s closing argument.  Alexander v. 
State, 285 Ga. 9, 10 - 11 (2009) (citations omitted). !

2.3.2 Cannot comment on defendant’s exercise of his Constitutional rights !
2.3.2.1 Cannot comment on defendant’s failure to testify  !
ü As a rule of both constitutional law and Georgia statutory law, a prosecutor may not make any comment upon 

a criminal defendant’s failure to testify at trial.  This rule ensures that the State does not impose a penalty for 
or make costly the exercise of the constitutional right to remain silent.  Here, Al-Amin’s constitutional and 
statutory rights were violated when the prosecutor in effect engaged in a mock cross-examination of the 
accused who had invoked his right to remain silent.  Improper reference to a defendant’s silence, however, 
does not automatically require reversal.  Assuming that a defendant has preserved the point by proper 
objection, the error may be harmless beyond a reasonable doubt.  The determination of harmless error must 
be made on a case by case basis, taking into consideration the facts, the trial context of the error, and the 
prejudice created thereby as juxtaposed against the strength of the evidence of defendant’s guilt.  Al-Amin’s 
guilt was overwhelmingly established through the eyewitness identification by Deputies Kinchen and 
English, as well as by the vast amount of physical evidence tying defendant to the crimes.  The jury was 
promptly given a lengthy instruction setting forth the correct principles of law.  The strength of the evidence 
against Al-Amin coupled with the contemporaneous curative instruction leads this Court to conclude that the 
violation here was harmless beyond a reasonable doubt.  Al-Amin v. State, 278 Ga. 74, 85 - 86 (2004) 
(citations omitted). !

2.3.3 Cannot present additional testimony  !
ü Prosecutors should not inject into their arguments extrinsic and prejudicial matters which have no basis in the 

evidence.  Closing argument is not an opportunity for the prosecutor, in effect, to present additional 
testimony.  In his argument in this case, the prosecutor described his own visit to the crime scene, observing 
among other things that “death was in the air,” and that “seasoned officers” were “openly sobbing and 
trembling.”  He described his difficulty sleeping at night.  He told the jury of his conversations with the 
defendant’s parents outside the courtroom, and he talked about his prayers for his children.  These and other 
improprieties will doubtless be avoided on retrial.  Parks v. State, 254 Ga. 403, 416 (1985) (citation omitted). !

ü At trial, Lee identified her written statement, which was admitted for the record but not read to the jury.  In 
closing argument, the prosecutor argued to the jury ... reading from Lee’s statement.  The trial court ... 
instructed the prosecutor not to read from the statement.... Assuming, without deciding, that the prosecutor 
was reading from Lee’s written statement, the statement had been admitted into evidence and thus could be 
referred to in closing argument.  And the statement was cumulative of Lee’s testimony about her conversation 
with Simon, to which Simon did not object.  where the challenged portion of the argument is not improper, 
the trial court did not err in failing to take action.  Moreover, even if the prosecutor’s reading of Lees’s 
written statement had been improper, we would find no error.  The trial court responded to Simon’s objection 
by instructing the prosecutor not to read from the statement. Simon v. State, 279 Ga. App. 844, 848 - 49 
(2006) (fns omitted). !

2.4 Remedy for impermissible argument  
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!
§ Where counsel in the hearing of the jury make statements of prejudicial matters which are not in evidence it 

is the duty of the court to interpose and prevent the same.  On objection made, the court shall also rebuke the 
counsel and by all needful and proper instructions to the jury endeavor to remove the improper impression 
from their minds; or, in his discretion, he may order a mistrial if the prosecuting attorney is the offender.  
O.C.G.A. §17-8-75. 


